SES Me Leadership Tour
Bucharest, Romania, May 4, 2018
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e are grateful to offer this
report for Heavenly Parent
and True Parents. Once in the
two weeks we are organizing Open
Event ‘SES Me Leadership Tour’ for
Romanian young people to have
chance to listen inspirational lecture for
their life. The meaning of this title is
‘SES Me (in Korean ward SeoSu
means Washing face, so means
washing our Self), Leadership Tour
(meaning as the life is journey)’. So
our national leader Mr.Jeong comes to
give lecture about ‘life as journey’.
Each time he gives a lot of life
inspirations for young people and a lot
of people feel spiritual benefit from
this event.

This time Mr.Jeong talked about
‘What made me now”(Making good
decision in our life). Like what we eat
in each meal we gain weight in our
body. What we ate yesterday food
decide our today’s physical condition
and health. But how about spiritual
side of our body? Each time when we
make decision we need to think well to
make good decisions. Because
yesterday’s decision makes today’s
life, today’s decision will make my
future life. His message was to live our
present time more carefully in order to
make better future life. These messages
from him touched a lot of young
people heart. Especially they could feel
his heart as elder brother for them. So,

after the lecture ended a lot of people
remain in our center to share their heart
more with us.
We believe all the young people
searching the way to live well. Because
lately a lot of young people searching
the inspirational speeches, life lessons
or positive quote through internet. But
we are so happy that we can offer this
opportunity to listen and receive life
inspiration directly face to face in
Romania CARP. We will organize
continuously this event in order to
offer this opportunity for more young
people.
Thank you so much, Heavenly Parent
and True Parents!

